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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY/
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE, APRIL - 2OI9

HYDRAULIC MACHINES

[Maximum Marks: 100] [Time: 3 tlours]

PART-A
IMaximum Marks: l0]

(Answcr n// questions in one or fwo s'entences. Each question carries 2 marks)

I I . Name the two applications of principle of a jet propulsion.

2. Define the term governing of a turbine.

3. List the main types of draft tubes used in reaction turbines.

4. Define the slip of the pump.

5 Name,;',.1rrpes of casing in centrifirgal pumps (5x 2: l0)

PART-B
IMaxirnum Marks: 30]

(Answer any Five of the followine questions Each question carries 6 rnarks)

II. I . Explain the principle ofjet propulsion.

2. Write the advantages of water turbines.

3. Write the functions of a draft tube in reaction turbine.

4. Describe the main components of a Pelton wheel.

5. Define unit quantities of turbine.

6. Write a short note on air vessel.

7 . Give brief note on cavitation in centrifugal pump.

(5x 6 = 30)

PART-C
[Maximum Marks: 60]

(Answer one full question from each Unit. Each question carries l-5 marks)

UNIT -I

III. (a). Derive an equation for u'ork done by a jet striking normally at the centre of a

moving symmetrical curved Plate.

(b). A 50 mm diameterjet having a velocify of 25mls, strikes on a flat plate. the

nonnal of u,hich is inclined at 30'to the axis of the jet. Calculate the nornral

(7)
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force exened on the plate, work done and efficiency of the jet when thc plate is

moving a velocitv of l0 rn/s in the direction ofjet.

OR

IV. (a). Dcrive an cquation for the efficiency of a jet striking tangentially on a wheel

fitted with series of vanes . (7)

(b). A jer of water 25 mm diameter strikes on a hinged flat plate of weight 525 N

normally at 30 m/s. at a point 1 50 mm below the top of the plate. What force

should be applied, l 00 mm below the axis of the jet to keep the plate vertical? If

the plate is allowed to swing fieely. find the inclination to tlte vertical (8)

UNIT -II

V. (a). Explain the classification of water turbines according to different criteria. (7)

(b). A pelton wheel is required to generate 6000kW under an effective head of300nt

and running at a speed of 550 rpm. Find the number of-iets. diameter ofjet.

dianreter of the wheel and the quantit-v of water required. if the ratio ofjet

diameter to wheel diameter l/l0and over'all efficiency 85%. Take coefficient

of velocity as 0.98 and speed ratio as 0.46'

OR

VL (a). Design a Pelton wheelfor a head of 350 m at a speed of 300 r p m. The overall

efficiency of the wheel as 85%o and ratio ofjet to the wheel diameter is l/10.

Take coefficient of velociry as 0.97 and speed ratio as 0.47.

(b). Draw the governing mechanism used for an impulse turbine and explain its

working.

TINIT -III

VII. (a). Name the main parts of a Francis turbine and explain its functions in working

with a neat sketch.

(b). A Francis turbine operating under a head of 70 nr runs at420 rptn.lf the outer

li7,n1tny.;. | ?Tl. Innol rll2mgte" iS O < nr and f['16'dj".h.'ce i5 rprli3l final fhp

hldraulic efficiencl'. outlet runner vane angle and inlet guide vane angle. The

constant vclocitr of-f-lon'throuch the runner is ll rr'scc and rulrncr vanc anglc

at irrlet is 76".

(8)

(8)

(7)

(8)

(8)

(7)
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()ii

vlii' (a)' l)escribc ''viill ne;ii skcich coiiiiiron t-i'pes i;f'di-r-iii tubc:s ii.sc.i in icaction iiii-bincs. (l\
(b)' A Kaplan turbine produces 50.000 kw under a head of 15 m wirh an overall

efficiency of 90%. Taking the value of speed ratio as 1.6, flow ratio as 0.5 and the
hub diameter as 0.35 times the oute_r diameter; find the discharge. outer diameter
and speed of the turtrinc.

(8)

UNIT -IV
lX. (a). Compare the centrifugal purnp and reciprocating pump. (7)

(b)' Find the power required to drive a centrifugal pump which delivers 40 liters of
water per second to a height of 20 nr through a 150 rnrn diameter and 100 m long
pipe line. The overail efficiency of the pump is7}%oandthe Darc-v.s friction
factor is 0.06 forthe pipe rine. Assume inret rosses in suction pipe as 0.33 rn (g)

OR

X. (a). Explain the working of an air Iift purnp with a simpre rine sketch.
(b)' A single acting reciprocating pump has a plunger diameter of'250mm and strokc.

of 350mm. If the speed of the purnp is 60 rpm and delivers 16.5 liters per second
of water against a suction head of 5 m and delivery head of'20 rn. Find the slin.

percentage ol'slip and power required t.o drive the purnp.

(7)

(8)
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